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ABSTRACT
With the increasing popularity of 3D volumetric video applications,
e.g., metaverse, AR/VR, etc., there is a growing need to protect users’
privacy while sharing their experiences during streaming. In this
paper, we show that the existing privacy-preserving approaches for
dense point clouds suffer a massive computation cost and degrade
the quality of the streaming experience. We design Pagoda, a new
PrivAcy-preservinG VOlumetric ViDeo StreAming incorporating
theMPEGV-PCC standard, which protects different domain privacy
information of dense point cloud, and maintains high throughput.
The core idea is to content-aware transform the privacy attribute
information to the geometry domain and content-agnostic protect
the geometry information by adding Poisson noise perturbations.
These perturbations can be denoised through a Poisson diffusion
probabilistic model on the cloud. Users only need to encrypt a small
amount of high-sensitive information and achieve secure streaming.
Our designs ensure the dense point clouds can be transmitted in
high quality and the attackers can hardly reconstruct the original
one. We evaluate Pagoda using three volumetric video datasets. The
results show that Pagoda outperforms existing privacy-preserving
baselines for 75.6% protection capability improvement, 4.27 times
streaming quality, and 26 times latency reduction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Systems security; • Information
systems→ Multimedia streaming; • Computing methodologies
→ Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social applications, like Metaverse and eSports, are encouraging
users to interact and share their surroundings for immersive expe-
riences, driving the demand for volumetric video streaming. Volu-
metric videos typically use the dense point cloud as the format for
high precision, high resolution, and rich color representations. To
efficiently transmit the dense point clouds, the ISO Moving Picture
Experts Group (MPEG) proposes video-based point cloud compres-
sion (V-PCC) as the dense point cloud compression standards [37].
V-PCC transforms 3D point clouds into a set of 2D images consist-
ing of Attribute Images, Geometry Images, and Occupancy Maps.
It provides high compression efficiency, using well-established 2D
video coding technology, and has been widely adopted by industries
and companies, including Nokia-AR [36], Intel [28], and Sony [8].

Privacy concerns arise as users increasingly share volumetric
videos. During transmission, the complex and vulnerable cyber
environment of users makes uploaded streams easy to hijack and
extract private information [13, 25]. Malicious applications can also
induce users to send private videos to their servers, resulting in
privacy leaks [46]. For example, Nokia-AR allows cell phones to cap-
ture volumetric videos and transmit them to the cloud for rendering
via V-PCC [36]. These volumetric streams contain video copyright
information and user-related sensitive information, which would
be a massive loss if someone were to hijack them. However, existing
state-of-the-art approaches primarily focus on addressing resource
and performance challenges, neglecting privacy concerns.

Existing protection schemes for volumetric video can be catego-
rized into hardware protection, e.g., establishing a Trusted Execu-
tion Environment (TEE) [32], data encryption, e.g., frame encryp-
tion [39] and point cloud perturbation, e.g., adding random noises
and denoising [21, 55], adaptive perturbations [17, 38]. However,
these techniques are unsuitable for protecting video streaming for
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Figure 1: Workflow of V-PCC and malicious attacks.

users with limited resources. For instance, TEE demands additional
hardware upgrades, while encryption approaches consume consid-
erable computation resources. Point cloud perturbation has fewer
requirements but still suffers high latency and low throughput,
which is hard to apply on volumetric video streaming protection.

Meanwhile, there are numerous methods designed to protect
the privacy of 2D video streaming, e.g., adaptive perturbations [48,
49], noise-denoising [10], image transformation [20], privacy de-
identification [10], blurring [45], etc. However, these methods can
not be applied directly to protect the privacy of point clouds be-
cause of the inherent disordered data structures and the additional
geometric dimension compared to images.

Furthermore, internal functions of V-PCC codec include trans-
forming 3D point clouds into 2D images and separating the in-
formation into attribute and geometry domains. This conversion
provides us an opportunity to protect point clouds through 2D
schemes. Upon investigating the performance of these 2D protec-
tion schemes on such images, we discover that they are not par-
ticularly effective. Although the target data has been transformed
into 2D images, the information entropy decreases marginally. For
example, neural-network-based schemes [49] still require the in-
put of large-sized images, resulting in significant computational
overhead. Consequently, the viable option is to introduce intense
noise perturbation, e.g., Poisson noise [50], on the user and perform
accurate denoising on the cloud.

In our design, we propose Pagoda, a novel PrivAcy-preservinG
VOlumetric ViDeo StreAming enhancement for V-PCC, that fully
utilizes V-PCC compression components for privacy protection and
maintains encoding efficiency. We first utilize Patch Processing
in V-PCC, which segregates the attribute information, geometry
information, and occupancy status in point clouds into 2D video
sequences. We then protect attribute and geometry information as
follows: 1) We protect the privacy attribute information by trans-
ferring them to the geometry domain. 2) We protect the geometry
information by adding Poisson perturbation which will be purified
on the cloud through a denoising diffusion model. 3) We protect
the occupancy states and other high-sensitive information by en-
cryption. The final outputs can still be compressed by V-PCC 2D
video encoder and guarantee a low transmission overhead. We im-
plement Pagoda on the public V-PCC repository TMC2 [24]. Finally,
we evaluate Pagoda on three popular volumetric video datasets and
show how it significantly outperforms existing baselines for 75.6%
protection capability improvement, 4.27 times streaming quality,
and 26 times latency reduction.

To the best of our knowledge, Pagoda is the first attempt to pro-
vide a privacy protection mechanism for V-PCC. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:
• We analyze existing volumetric streaming protection ap-
proaches and their limitations (§ 2).
• We develop Pagoda, a novel Privacy-preserving Volumetric
Video Streaming enhancement incorporating V-PCC through
Privacy-preserved Patch Processing and Poisson Noise Per-
turbation and Purification (§ 3).
• We evaluate Pagoda on three volumetric video datasets, and
it outperforms other baselines with a high privacy protection
capability, streaming quality, and encoding latency (§ 4).

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Volumetric Video Streaming
Video-based Point Cloud Compression. The MPEG-developed
standard for compressing dynamic dense point clouds, called Video-
based Point Cloud Compression (V-PCC), uses 2D video codecs,
e.g., AVC and HEVC, to compress 3D point clouds into 2D video
sequences (see Fig. 1). As part of the compression process, Patch
Processing is applied to project each point’s information into At-
tribute Images, Geometry Images, and Occupancy Maps, which are
compressed into bitstreams by a 2D video encoder and transmitted
to the cloud. Upon receiving the bitstream, the cloud initiates the
decompression process by decoding it back into images and then
using Patch Unpacking to reconstruct the 3D point clouds.
Privacy Leakage in Volumetric Video Streaming. Malicious
Attack on Streaming is a serious threat that involves unautho-
rized access and interception of streaming bitstreams. Attackers
can modify or inject data into the stream, potentially compromis-
ing the confidentiality and integrity of the data. Attackers may
include malicious servers attempting to extract users’ personal
information [13, 25] or criminals conducting man-in-the-middle
attacks [46]. An example is shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the recovery
process of a point cloud from an intercepted bitstream. The attack
begins by hijacking the bitstream transmitted from the user to the
cloud. The attacker then identifies the codec and employs a cor-
responding decoder to decompress it. Sensitive information, such
as attribute information or even point clouds, can be extracted or
reconstructed from the bitstream. With advanced machine learning
techniques, e.g., Neural Network (NN) models, information like
facial features, user demographics, and identities can be retrieved.

2.2 Motivation
We conduct a motivational experiment on protecting a volumetric
video sequence for user upstreaming on Oculus Quest [22] and
streaming longdress@8iv2 [15] point clouds. We study three state-
of-the-art protection approaches for V-PCC: 1) VVSec [42] applies
3D adaptive perturbation predicted by NN, and 2) LION [55] adds
intense Gaussian noise in point clouds, 3) SAPV [49] applies adap-
tive perturbation on 2D images transformed from point cloud by
V-PCC encoder. We also inject intense noises for perturbation, i.e.,
Gaussian noise, into those 2D images.

Table 1 shows the computation time components of each protec-
tion approach. The results illustrate that the latency of NN inference
and noise execution time is massive on point clouds. In contrast,
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Table 1: Run time breakdown among privacy-preserving ap-
proaches evaluated by longdress@8iv2 [15].

Protection
Scheme

Protection
Applied
Target

NN
Inference
Time (s)

Protection
Execution
Time (s)

V-PCC
Encoding
Time (s)

Total
Time (s)

V-PCC only / / / 1.14 1.14
VVSec [42] point clouds 39.4 3.12 2.28 44.8
LION [55] point clouds / 48.66 4.59 53.25
SAPV [49] 2D images 21.01 0.48 1.55 23.04
Intense noise 2D images / 0.89 1.18 2.07

the latency of NN inference on 2D images is less than that of point
clouds but still requires 13.5 times encoding time. Interestingly, the
noise execution time of intense random noise on 2D images is only
about 0.75 times, which could be our optimal solution.
2.3 Potential Approaches.
The Poisson Diffusion Model is a mathematical model for image de-
noising. It is based on the assumption that the distribution of noise
pixels in the image follows the Poisson distribution and thus can
be eliminated by approximating the denoising distribution. In this
paper, we investigate the potential capability of using the Poisson
diffusion model for protecting privacy in point cloud streaming.

Denoising Diffusion Model (DDM) is one of the most popular
generative models [26] contains two phases, the forward process
to arbitrary noises, e.g., Gaussian noise [10], Gamma noise [6], and
reverse process to approximate the target distribution by denoising.
Although DDMs are not designed for image protection, the forward
process of adding noises into clean images can be utilized as the
perturbation to protect images. The perturbation can be removed
accurately during the reverse process by DDMs. Typical Markov-
chain noise models, e.g., Gaussian noise or Gamma noise, are not
suitable for privacy protection because the noise of the forward
process can be reproduced by anyone to train a general denoising
model. For example, the attacker could remove the noise by 1) in-
putting his point clouds into the public V-PCC encoder, 2) obtaining
clean 2D images as training data, and 3) adding the noise as input
to train his denoising model. In contrast, Poisson noise model [50] is
a non-Markov-chain noise model. The noisy images sampled from
Poisson noise model with the Poisson noise keys can only be precisely
denoised by the Poisson denoising diffusion model trained with the
Poisson noise keys. Only those authorized clouds with the correct
Poisson keys can train their denoising models and achieve perfect
or near-perfect denoising performance.

To apply the Poisson diffusion model to protect the 2D images
generated inside V-PCC encoder, we observe that 75% of the images
consist of attribute information, 24% comprise geometry informa-
tion, and a mere 1% are occupancy states.

Most data volume is constituted by attribute information, placing
the various colors of unordered points on Attribute Images. The
only privacy the attacker can hack from them is those points that
project the privacy parts of point clouds, e.g., human faces and
car license plates, etc., identifiable by their distinct color attributes.
Moreover, the attribute information is sensitive to intense noises
and jeopardizes the streaming quality [51]. If we could avoid ob-
fuscating such attribute information, we only need to apply the
Poisson noise to geometry information. Theoretically, it can reduce
2/3 of protection latency overall and improve the streaming quality.
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Figure 2: Workflow of protecting volumetric video streaming
by Pagoda, where the black border graphics are MPEG V-
PCCmoduleswithoutmodification, including 2D video codec
Encoding/decoding and Patch Unpacking.

3 DESIGN
3.1 Design Overview
We first present the design points and a solution overview on en-
hancing the privacy-preserving capability of V-PCC for volumetric
video streaming. There are three design points as follows:
• Protecting the attribute information: Attribute informa-

tion stored in color Attribute Images, occupies the largest size.
We introduce a Privacy-preserving Patch Processing algorithm to
content-aware transform the privacy attribute information, i.e.,
Regions of Privacy (RoPs), into geometry information by an RoP
detector. We separate and reallocate RoPs into unoccupied regions
and finally obtain Privacy-preserved Attribute Images.
• Protecting the geometry information: Geometry Images

are single-channel images to record geometry information. We
introduce a Poisson Diffusion Model Perturbation and Purification ap-
proach to content-agnostic protect them. The diffusion forwarding
process is to add random Poisson noise on the user. We develop a
Poisson diffusion probabilistic model, PDPM, for the reverse process
on the cloud to cancel those noises.
• Protecting high-sensitive information: To protect the occu-

pancy states and others, i.e., Occupancy Maps, Poisson key index,
etc, we first compress them to binary files by video codec. They
are then encrypted by a secure but slow encryption approach to
ensure secure transmission to the cloud.

Pagoda for Privacy-preserving Volumetric Video Stream-
ing: In Fig. 2, the point clouds are first processed by Privacy-
preserving Patch Processing (§ 3.2) and generate Privacy-preserved
Attribute Images, Geometry Images, and Occupancy Maps. Geom-
etry Images are protected by Poisson Noise Perturbation (§ 3.3),
Occupancy Maps, and other high-sensitive information, i.e., Pois-
son noise keys, are encrypted by AES-based Encryption (§ 3.4).
They are compressed by 2D video encoder and transmitted to the
cloud. On the cloud, noisy Geometry Images, and encrypted high-
sensitive information are recovered by PDPM Purification (§ 3.3)
and AES-based Decryption (§ 3.4). They are finally reconstructed
to point clouds via Patch Unpacking in V-PCC decoder.
Threat Model. We assume that the cloud has formidable computa-
tional capabilities and the codec is publicly accessible for the cloud,
users, and attackers. Users obtain point clouds and compress them
through V-PCC encoder with privacy-preserving mechanisms if
applicable, e.g., Pagoda, before upstreaming to the cloud. The at-
tacker can input his point clouds to the public codec in advance and
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Figure 3: Workflow of Privacy-preserving Patch Processing
for attribute protection. The Regions of Privacy (RoPs) are
first detected by RoP Detector. Then they are separated into
blocks and reallocation to the unoccupied areas.

obtain the necessary data, e.g., noised images for training denois-
ing models. During the attack, the attacker hijacks the bitstream
from victims and tries against the privacy protection methods, e.g.,
a denoising model to cancel noises, except violently decrypted
encryption-based methods. The attack will be considered a success
if the attacker 1) reconstructs the original point clouds; 2) obtains
partial attribute information with privacy features, e.g., human face.

3.2 Privacy-preserving Patch Processing for
Attribute Protection

The protection of attribute information involves three major steps.
The first step is Preliminary Patch Generation which follows the
same procedure as V-PCC Patch Processing introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1, projecting the points into three 2D images, named Prelimi-
nary Attribute Images, Preliminary Geometry Images, and Prelim-
inary Occupancy Maps. In the second step, we detect RoPs in the
Preliminary Attribute Image through a RoP detector. In the third
step, we divide them into smaller blocks and reallocate them to
unoccupied areas to generate Privacy-preserved Attribute Images.

3.2.1 Regions of Privacy (RoPs) Detection. RoPs detection is de-
signed to precisely detect and localize RoPs in the Preliminary
Attribute Images through an object detection model. Our design
goal is to make a balance between computational complexity and
detection accuracy to achieve a practical solution for RoP detection.
• Regions of Privacy Definition. RoP is defined to appear in
Preliminary Attribute Images and contains sensitive visual features,
e.g., human faces, as shown in Fig. 3. Once they are hijacked by
attackers, the privacy information is directly exposed and they no
longer need to reconstruct the complete point cloud. The sensitive
features include human features as presented in [27], e.g., eye, ear,
face, etc., and sensitive textual, e.g., location, phone number, land-
mark name, etc. We label them in the volumetric datasets and create
an RoP dataset for the training and inference of the RoP detector.
• Detector Model and Training. There are several object detec-
tion NN models, e.g., SSD300 [18], YOLOv5 [12], TinyYOLOv3 [33],
etc. We choose TinyYOLOv3 as our detector model since it has
a great performance and fast response due to its small network
architecture with fewer layers and parameters. This compact de-
sign reduces computational consumption, making it suitable for
deployment inside V-PCC codec. It is trained by the RoP dataset.
• RoP Detector on Service. The detector takes Preliminary At-
tribute Images as input and returns the positions of RoPs. To further

Algorithm 1: Privacy-preserving Patch Processing
Input: Privacy-intrusion level K;input volumetric frame: point cloud P
Output: Geometry Image 𝐼𝑔 , Occupancy Map 𝐼𝑜 , Privacy-preserved

Attribute Image 𝐼𝑎
1 𝐼𝑎, 𝐼𝑔, 𝐼𝑜 ← V-PCC_Patch_Processing(P) ;
2 𝐼𝑎 ← downsampling(𝐼𝑎 ) ;
3 𝐼𝑎 ← NTSC(𝐼𝑎 ) ;
4 Regions of Privacy R← RoP_Detector (𝐼𝑎 ) ;
5 Separate R into K × K size blocks B = { (𝑝𝑖 ;K) } ← R;
6 Unoccupied Regions U = { (𝑝𝑖 ;K) |𝐼𝑜 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) = 0} ;
7 for (𝑝𝑖 ;K) ∈ B do
8 Random select (𝑝 𝑗 ;K) ∈𝑅 U, U← U − { (𝑝 𝑗 ;K) };
9 𝐼𝑎 (𝑝 𝑗 ;K) ← 𝐼𝑎 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) , 𝐼𝑎 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) ← random ;

10 𝐼𝑔 (𝑝 𝑗 ;K) ← 𝐼𝑔 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) , 𝐼𝑔 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) ← random ;
11 𝐼𝑜 (𝑝 𝑗 ;K) ← 1, 𝐼𝑜 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) ← 0 ;

12 Output 𝐼 𝑡𝑎, 𝐼 𝑡𝑔, 𝐼 𝑡𝑜 .

reduce the computation consumption and improve the encoder
throughput, we first downsample the shape of the Preliminary At-
tribute Image into a small scale, i.e., 256 × 256, and transfer it into
grayscale through NTSC [19]. Although these operations will de-
grade the detection accuracy by about 12.8% and 7.5%, respectively,
they will increase over 38 times the encoder throughput in total.

3.2.2 Privacy-preserved Attribute Image Generation.
• RoPs Separation. After locating RoPs from the RoP detector,
we separate them into K × K blocks, denoted by B, where K is the
privacy-intrusion level designated by the user, 𝑝𝑖 is the central co-
ordinate of block 𝑖 , as introduced in Algorithm 1 line 5. Basically, an
RoP block is defined as tiny if its length is less than 64 [14]. These
tiny blocks are beyond the recognition capabilities of human eyes
and NN models [29]. Lower values of K correspond to greater levels
of privacy protection, as RoPs are separated into smaller blocks.
Note that the value of K should be larger than the custom precision
parameter 𝐵0 of Occupancy Maps [37]. The lowest value of K im-
plies that each pixel constitutes a block. Moreover, reducing K will
take more blocks resulting in an increasing number of patches.
• RoPs Reallocation. We first fast find Unoccupied Regions U
in the Preliminary Attribute Image. Note that 𝐼 (𝑝;𝑘) represents
a square block of center coordinate 𝑝 with length 𝑘 on image 𝐼 .
One of the efficient ways is to traverse the Occupancy Map to lo-
cate those 0-value regions with the size of K × K, as described in
Algorithm 1 line 6, and get their correlated coordinates in Prelimi-
nary Attribute Images. The blocks are then randomly reallocated
to these Unoccupied Regions and synchronized these changes in
Preliminary Geometry Images and Preliminary Occupancy Maps,
as described in Algorithm 1 line 8-12. We also need to blur RoP
blocks by assigning random values to hide their information. Once
all RoPs are separated and moved, we obtain Privacy-preserved
Attribute Images, Geometry Images, and Occupancy Maps.

For example, a human face is detected in a Preliminary Attribute
Image, as shown in Fig 3. We roughly set privacy-intrusion level
K = 64 so that the human face is divided into 9 blocks, whose length
is 64 pixels. We then randomly reallocate them into unoccupied
regions and generate a Privacy-preserved Attribute Image. If the
attacker tries to recover the human face in the Privacy-preserved
Attribute Images, he has to look up the corresponding Geometry
Images to reconstruct the relationship among disordered blocks.
In other words, the privacy attribute information in the Attribute
Image is transformed into the geometry domain.
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and Purification for geometry protection.

3.2.3 Patch Unpacking on the Cloud. The unpacking patch process
on the cloud is identical to that of V-PCC decoder without Privacy-
preserving Patch Processing. It is because we only change the pixel
positions of RoPs without modifying their values. Therefore, an
unmodified V-PCC decoder can successfully unpack the Privacy-
preserved Attribute Images back to the original point cloud with
corresponding Geometry Images and Occupancy Maps.

3.3 Poisson Diffusion Model Perturbation and
Purification for Geometry Protection

After the privacy attribute information in Attribute Images is trans-
formed into the geometry domain reordered in Geometry Images
as described in Section 3.2, we introduce a Poisson diffusion model
to content-agnostic protect the geometry information including
two processes as shown in Fig. 4: 1) the forward process is used as
the perturbation to add random and intense Poisson noise into the
Geometry Images on the user side; 2) the reverse process is used as
the purification to cancel those intense noises on the cloud side.

3.3.1 Forward Process for Perturbation. In the forward process, the
Geometry Images are injected with random and intense Poisson
noise for content-agnostic protection as shown in Fig. 4. It aims
to add the perturbation, which ensures when the attacker inter-
cepts these noisy images, they are failed to denoise them, however,
the cloud server can near perfectly cancel them. A Poisson noise
model [50] is first defined to sample noisy images as follows:

x𝑡 |x0 ∼
P(_𝑡x0)

_𝑡
, 𝑡 = 1, 2, . . . (1)

where P(_𝑡x0) is a Poisson distribution with parameters _𝑡x0 and
x0 is the input clean image. Note that 𝑡 here is NOT the time stamp of
the volumetric video sequences, but the denoising step running on the
cloud. The greater of 𝑡 will not affect the perturbation computation
cost on users. Moreover, the latency of sampling a noisy single-
channel image from a Poisson distribution is ignorable.

Before streaming starts, Poisson keys Λ are generated randomly
and accessed by users and the cloud only. Λ is a sequence with 𝑁

items, defined as Λ = {_1, _2, . . . , _𝑁 } and satisfies the condition
of 0 < _ = _𝑁 < _𝑁−1 < · · · < _1 < _0 → ∞, where _ is a
customized constant. Since Eq. 1 is true if _𝑡 −_𝑡+1 > 0 [50], making
Λ has to be a monotonically decreasing sequence. Although the
Poisson noise model is not Markov-chain, its forward process can

Algorithm 2: Poisson Noise Purification Models Training
Input: Geometry Images dataset {x0 }, Denoising Model 𝑓Λ ( ·, ·, \ ) with

parameters \ , Poisson keys {_1, _2, . . . , _𝑁 }.
Output:Well-trained parameters \ ∗ .

1 while \ is not converged do
2 Random select x0 from {x0 } uniformly;
3 Random select 𝑡 from {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁 − 1} uniformly;

4 Sample x𝑁 from P(_𝑁 x0 )
_𝑁

;

5 Sample x𝑡 from 1
_𝑡
(_𝑡+1x𝑡+1 + P( (_𝑡 − _𝑡+1 )x0 ) ) ;

6 Compute gradient ▽\ ∥ 𝑓Λ (x𝑡 , x𝑁 , 𝑡 ;\ ) − x0 ∥22 ;
7 Update \ ∗ ← \ ;

8 Output \ ∗ ;

be reformulated to complete a full diffusion process [50] as:

𝑞(x𝑡 |x0, x𝑡+1:𝑁 ) = 𝑞(x𝑡 |x0, x𝑡+1) (2)

The user should first randomly select a Poisson key index L from
{1, 2, . . . , 𝑁 }. The noisy Geometry Image is obtained by sampling

𝐼𝑔 =
1
_L
P(_L𝐼𝑔) . (3)

The Poisson key index L is required to send to the cloud with 𝐼𝑔 ,
which will describe in Section 3.4.

3.3.2 Poisson Diffusion Probabilistic Model Design and Training.
Similar to Equation 2, the reverse process of Poisson denoising can
be approximated by follows:

𝑝\ (x𝑡 |x𝑡+1, x𝑁 ) ∼ 1
_𝑡
(_𝑡+1x𝑡+1 + P((_𝑡 − _𝑡+1) 𝑓Λ (x𝑡+1, x𝑁 , 𝑡 + 1;\ ))) (4)

where 𝑓Λ (x𝑡+1, x𝑁 , 𝑡 ;\ ) is a Poisson diffusion probabilistic model
(PDPM), with parameters \ with x𝑡+1, x𝑁 inputs and train with
Poisson key Λ. We applied a UNet [34], as shown in Fig. 4, to
support mapping noised input to reverse process parameters where
UNet is tailored for 2D video frames. 𝑓Λ can be trained as follows:

\∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑓Λ,\

E𝑞 ∥ 𝑓Λ (x𝑡+1, x𝑁 , 𝑡 + 1;\ ) − x0∥22 . (5)

And the loss function is approximated as follows:

𝐿 = E𝑞

𝑡=𝑁−1∑︁
𝑡=0

∥ 𝑓Λ (x𝑡+1, x𝑁 , 𝑡 + 1;\ ) − x0∥22 . (6)

The training process is introduced in detail in Algorithm 2. The
training dataset of geometry images can be easily generated from
volumetric datasets through V-PCC encoder.

3.3.3 Reverse Process for Purification. On the cloud, it receives
the Poisson key index L and noisy Geometry Images 𝐼𝑔 as the xL
as shown in Fig. 4. We then start denoising via PDPM 𝑓Λ from
xL to 𝑥1. For each denoising step 𝑡 , We sample 𝜏𝑡 from P((_𝑡 −
_𝑡+1) 𝑓Λ (x𝑡+1, x𝑁 , 𝑡 + 1;\∗)), and x𝑡 = 1

_𝑡
(_𝑡+1x𝑡+1 + 𝜏𝑡 ), where

𝑡 = L − 1, . . . , 1. The denoised Geometry Image 𝐼∗𝑔 will be obtained
at the last round of PDPM inference as:

𝐼∗𝑔 = 𝑓Λ (x1, xL, 1;\∗) (7)

We further refine the 𝐼∗𝑔 according to occupancy states. We utilize
the intersection between the Geometry Image and its corresponding
Occupancy Map to determine whether the pixels on the Geometry
Image are noise. The refined Geometry Image is defined as:

𝐼∗∗𝑔 =

𝑝𝑖 ∈B∑︁
𝐼∗𝑔 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) 𝑗𝑖 , 𝑗𝑖 =

{
0, if 𝐼𝑜 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) = 0
1, if 𝐼𝑜 (𝑝𝑖 ;K) = 1 (8)
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3.4 Encryption for High-sensitive Information
Protection

In our proposed design, the critical point of geometry information
protection is the Poisson keys index L. Unless the attackers can
access each Poisson key for each Geometry Image, they cannot train
their own denoising model and reverse the geometry information
perfectly. Another kind of information we need to protect securely
is occupancy status in Occupancy Maps. They can potentially help
the attacker against the Poisson noise because they can distinguish
noisy and clean geometry pixels as described in Eq. 8. Overall, we
securely transmit Occupancy Map 𝐼𝑜 , Poisson keys index L, and
other compression metadata to the cloud utilizing a V-PCC encoder
and AES-128 encryption. There are only about 1% of data required
encryption among all transmission data. We apply an AES-128
modified encryption [35] to guarantee the security of transmission.
It has about 500 Bytes/ms throughput for bin file encryption, which
is far below the bottleneck threshold.
Encryption on Users: Before streaming, the user is required to
generate a 128-bit secret key, which should be securely transmitted
to the cloud by using public key protocols before the start of the
entire transmission. During transmission, the binary file undergoes
padding to make it divisible into 128-bit blocks. Subsequently, the
AES generates an Initialization Vector (IV). The AES cipher employs
the secret key and IV to encrypt each block. Each operation output
serves as the IV for the subsequent block. The blocks and the IV
are stored in a new binary file and transmitted to the cloud.
Decryption on theCloud:The cloud receives the secret key before
starting transmission. After receiving the encrypted binary files,
decryption is performed utilizing the secret key and the most recent
IV. The decrypted file is subsequently processed by V-PCC decoder,
adhering to standard procedures for recovering the binary file into
Occupancy Maps, Poisson keys index, and others.

4 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we present the implementation of Pagoda and eval-
uate its performance aiming to answer the following questions:
• How does our design incorporate inside V-PCC standard and
communicate with other components? (§ 4.1)
• How does our design compare to the existing privacy-preserving
mechanisms applied to V-PCC? (§ 4.3)
• How do the noise-denoise models affect and contribute to the
overall performance? (§ 4.4)

4.1 Implementation
We establish Pagoda on V-PCC open-source repository TMC2 [24].
We revised the codes to support the FFMPEG 2D video codec and
leverage hardware acceleration. We train our RoPs Detector and
PDPM using Pytorch [31]. We integrate LibTorch [3] to import
the well-trained NN models to be employed by TMC2 in C++. We
program our lightweight encryption based on Crypto++ [1].
Training Details: RoPs Detector use Adam optimizer with an initial
learning rate of 10e-4 with a 512 batch size for training. PDPM uses
Adam with an initial learning rate of 2e-5 for training. The batch
size is 64 where 𝑁 = 40 and _ = 0.1.

4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Testbed. We evaluated Pagoda on a user-cloud environment
to simulate a real volumetric video streaming scenario. On the
user, we use an Oculus Quest [22] 6GB memory with H.264/H.265
video encoding hardware acceleration. On the cloud, we used a
workstation featuring dual powerful NVidia RTX 4090 GPUs, and
an Intel i9 CPU, providing exceptional video decoding and NN
computation capabilities. They are connected by a wired cable.

4.2.2 Volumetric datasets. We use three volumetric video datasets
to evaluate: 1) 8i Voxelized Full Bodies (8iv2) [15] contains four
dynamic point cloud sequences over 5.5GB, including longdress,
loot, red-and-black, and soldier; 2) Owlii Dynamic Human Textured
(Owlii) [53] includes basketball-player, dancer, exercise, and model
four sequences over 39.5 GB; 3) Microsoft Voxelized Upper Bodies
(MVUB) [5] contains ten human upper bodies sequences over 10GB.
4.2.3 Baselines. We compare Pagoda with four state-of-the-art
privacy-preserving methods. Most are either open-source or easily
modifiable, making them suitable as benchmarks.
• Vanilla is a non-privacy-preserving approach to encode, trans-

mit, and decode point clouds via V-PCC. It is the lower bound for
privacy protection and the upper bound for streaming quality.
• VVSec [42] creates 3D adaptive adversarial perturbations by

an NN model to obfuscate the point cloud, without denoising pro-
cess. We revised its loss function to optimize privacy leakage and
streaming distortion instead of against face authentication attacks.
• LION [55] applies a typical 3D-DDM for point cloud genera-

tion. Instead of transferring point clouds to another domain, it is
revised to add Gaussian Noise, denoise, and regenerate the original
point cloud. We run adding noise on the user, transmitting the
perturbed point cloud through V-PCC, and denoising on the cloud.
• SVA [49] applies 2D sparse perturbation to protect 2D video

sequences through reinforcement learning without denoising pro-
cess. We add SVA noises to Attribute Images, Geometry Images,
and Occupancy Maps from V-PCC Patch Processing.
4.2.4 Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the performance of Pagoda
and baselines from four aspects: privacy leakage, streaming quality,
rate distortion, and latency. We list the metrics below:
• Privacy Leakage Metric: Since we do not predefine the iden-

tity or objectives of attackers to obtain what kinds of privacy in
the threat model, the quantization of a successful attack is counted
by comparing the general similarity between the point cloud re-
constructed from the interception bitstream to the original one by
PointSSIM [2] and GraphSIM [52] in both attribute and geometry.
• Streaming Quality & Rate-Distortion Metric: We employ

two SOTA metrics, Point Cloud Quality Metric (PCQM) [23] and
point-to-plane Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (p2plane-PSNR) [43] that
provide an insightful representation of the rate-distortion trade-off
that effectively demonstrate the efficacy of our designs.
• Latency Metric: We adopt the encoding time per frame of

Pagoda and baselines to evaluate the efficiency of the user upstream-
ing. Lower values implicit a better throughput for an encoder.

4.3 Overall Performance
4.3.1 Improvement of Privacy Protection. We evaluate the privacy
protection performance of Pagoda, compared to baselines on three
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Figure 5: Average privacy leakage in different baselines and
datasets. Larger values of both metrics indicate a higher sim-
ilarity, i.e., higher privacy leakage.
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Figure 6: Average streaming quality under lossless rate in
different baselines and datasets. Smaller PCQM values or
larger p2plane-PSNR indicate a higher streaming quality.
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Figure 7: Rate-distortion in
longdress@8iv2 sequence.
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Figure 8: Average encoding
time (↓) under lossless rate.

datasets. Fig. 5 shows the average PointSSIM and GraphSIM of
point cloud sequences reconstructed by the attacker. Both metrics
depict the level of privacy leakage. Here, Vanilla gets the highest
privacy leakage because, without protection, the attacker can per-
fectly reconstruct the bitstream to the original point clouds. Pagoda
reduces 82.8% PointSSIM and 86.7% GraphSIM than Vanilla in 8iv2.
Moreover, Pagoda reduced 62.2% PointSSIM, 75.6% GraphSIM com-
pared to VVSec, and 58.5%, 47.6% to SVA in 8iv2. Since both VVSec
and SVA do not have a purification process on the cloud, they
are constrained not to add too much noise to disturb the viewer
on the cloud side. Note that Pagoda does not outperform LION,
as LION has about 26.9% and 25.1% less privacy leakage in terms
of PointSSIM and GraphSIM, respectively. This is because LION
adds intense noise directly on point clouds, however, this approach
comes at the cost of high computation latency, which is unsuitable
for streaming. These results are consistent in the other datasets.

4.3.2 Improvement of StreamingQuality. We evaluate the stream-
ing quality by computing two full-reference 3D video quality as-
sessment metrics. V-PCC is set to lossless mode here. See Fig. 6.
We take the p2plane-PSNR score on the 8iv2 dataset as an example.
Here Vanilla serves as the upper bound because it has no privacy
protection. Pagoda demonstrates only an 8.5% decline in p2plane-
PSNR compared to Vanilla, which is the minimal quality degrada-
tion in all privacy protection schemes. Although intense noises are
added to geometry information, an accurate and efficient PDPM
is designed to cancel them. Pagoda has a better performance than
VVSec, about 55.8%. It is because VVSec does not have a denoising
module after receiving. Pagoda outperforms SVA and LION with
a more considerable marginal improvement, achieving 2.26 times,
4.27 times higher p2plane-PSNR. Compared to Pagoda, SVA adds
perturbations to both geometry and attribute images in contrast
to the geometry-only approach in Pagoda. The noise in different

channels is amplified during the decoding and 3D reconstruction.
As for LION, it adds Gaussian noises on point clouds, but existing
3D denoising models are hard to cancel Gaussian noise perfectly.
Similar results are observed in the other datasets and metrics. In
conclusion, Pagoda enhances the streaming quality by adding per-
turbations to geometry information without modifying attribute
information and accurately purifying them through PDPM.

4.3.3 Improvement of Rate Distortion. To thoroughly investigate
the rate-distortion characteristics among Pagoda and baselines,
we choose one trace, longdress from the 8iv2 dataset to observe
rate distortion curve, as shown in Fig. 7. Initially, we observe that
Vanilla exhibits the highest PCQM and p2plane-PSNR across all bit
rates. We take p2plane-PSNR as an example. It achieves a PSNR of
26.5dB at 10Mbps and increases with a steep slope to a maximum
of 36.4dB at 100Mbps. Pagoda shows a similar trend to Vanilla
in terms of slope, but due to the added 2D noise on Geometry
Images, it still degrades 15.6% at the Bit rate of 10Mbps, and the gap
shrinks to 6.14% at the 100Mbps. However, the other three baselines
demonstrate a notable loss on PNSR, with an average gap of 15.
These noises handicapped V-PCC encoder’s temporal prediction
compression, leading to poor Rate-Distortion characteristics.

4.3.4 Improvement of Latency Reduction. We evaluate the compres-
sion latency of Pagoda and baselines using encoding time per frame
under a lossless transmission rate. We take 8iv2 as an example,
Vanilla requires 1.14 s to encode one frame. Pagoda demonstrates
only 2.1 s in encoding time compared to Vanilla, which is the min-
imal latency increase in all schemes. LION requires over 58 s to
protect a frame which is 26 times more than Pagoda due to the con-
siderable computational resources, e.g., I/O, memory to apply to add
perturbation on point clouds. VVSec and SVA take 37 s and 26.6 s,
which are 17 and 12 times over Pagoda because it requires predicting
adaptive perturbations before encoding through complex NN mod-
els. Similar results can be found in the other datasets. In summary,
Pagoda has favorable latency performance and high throughput
because of its implementation of a lightweight, high-throughput
detection model for attribute information protection and the in-
tense noise perturbation into geometry information, which is a
low-resource-consuming operation on 2D images. Another reason
is that the most computational operation is to encrypt the high-
sensitive information, but the data proportion requiring encryption
is small, further contributing to Pagoda’s overall efficiency.
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Figure 9: Ablation study of perturbed noise and purification effects. Pagoda-E*measures SSIM between the denoised
and original Attribute Images while others measure that of Geometry Images.

4.4 Ablation Study
We also explore the efficacy of each component of Pagoda for a
better understanding of their contributions. We utilize five break-
down versions, Pagoda-A to Pagoda-E. Pagoda-A removes the de-
noising mechanism and Pagoda-B randomly assigns Poisson noise
keys to simulate attackers’ guessing keys. Pagoda-C replaces the
Poisson noise with Gaussian noise on the user and denoises them
using DDIM [40] on the cloud. Pagoda-D employs a non-machine-
learning denoising method [30] and Pagoda-E replaces the RoPs
detection by applying Poisson noise perturbation on both Attribute
and Geometry Images. We investigate the denoising effect, evalu-
ated by SSIM [47] between noisy and denoised images in Fig. 9(a),
where higher SSIM represents better purification performance.

We also use p2plane-PSNR to compare the decoded point clouds
reconstructed from denoised images to the original point clouds
as shown in Fig. 9(b). We take the 8iv2 dataset as an example.
Pagoda-A underperforms Pagoda in SSIM and p2plane-PSNR only
8.4% and 27.1%, indicating the necessity to cancel intense noises
in geometry information. Pagoda surpasses Pagoda-B in SSIM and
p2plane-PSNR by 19.5% and 40.4%, demonstrating the challenge of
recovering geometry without Poisson Noise Keys and validating
that our protection mechanism is effective. Pagoda has similar SSIM
and p2plane-PSNR values to Pagoda-C, about 11.5% and 6.3% reduc-
tion. It shows that Gaussian noise is easily recovered using DDIM by
anyone. The attackers can exploit by training their DDIMs, reduc-
ing geometric protection capability. Pagoda outperforms Pagoda-D
by approximately 14.2% in SSIM and 37.6% in p2plane-PSNR, as
traditional denoising approaches cannot perfectly cancel noise, af-
fecting streaming quality. Lastly, Pagoda outperforms Pagoda-E by
approximately 5.2% in attribution SSIM but 34.3% in p2plane-PSNR.

5 RELATEDWORK
In the research literature, Pagoda falls into a privacy-preserving point
cloud streaming through attribute information transformation and
a Poisson noise perturbation for geometry information protection.
Perturbation-based Privacy Protection. Recently, there has been
the exploration of perturbation-based video privacy protection
schemes [4, 20, 44]. These schemes change the content of the video
before transmitting it over the Internet. For example, Vepakomma
et al. [44] proposed an algorithm to inject noise into the CNN
intermediate representations of a video to avoid a reconstruction
attack. SAPV [49] proposes a sparse adversarial perturbation-based
privacy protection scheme, which only perturbs a small portion of
frames to fool the attacker’s CNN model effectively. In comparison,

Lu et al. [20] proposed transforming the video frames using a policy-
based design There are also object inpainting [4][16][56] and object
replacement[41][7] approaches, which protect privacy by removing
or replacing the sensitive object in a video frame. However, studies
along this line have rarely touched the point of 3D volumetric
videos and cannot directly migrate to this new format.
Privacy-preserving Point Cloud Streaming. VVSec [42] pro-
posed a privacy-preserving volumetric video streaming method
through the benign use of adversarial perturbation. They design
a content-aware adversarial perturbation generator to maximize
the protection level while minimizing quality loss. Our work dif-
fers from it as we consider a wide spectrum of attacks instead of a
single threat. LION [55] propose a general-purpose diffusion model
for the static 3D point cloud, which can also be aligned to protect
dense point cloud sequences. However, the LION injects Gaussian
noise, when using it on a video, it takes a considerable amount of
computing time, and canceling the noise is an even more intensive
process. There are also 3D object inpainting-based methods[11, 54]
and replacement methods[9]. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first privacy-preserving point cloud streaming system
tailored for the dense dynamic point cloud.

6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper presents Pagoda, a novel privacy-preserving
mechanism for volumetric video streaming incorporating theMPEG
V-PCC standard. Pagoda content-aware transforms privacy attribute
information to the geometry domain before protecting geometry
information using Poisson noise perturbations. The perturbations
can be denoised on the cloud through a new Poisson diffusion prob-
abilistic model, where the Poisson Distribution parameter plays
the role of denoising key. Our design ensures that dense point
clouds can be transmitted high quality to authorized cloud servers
while blocking attackers from reconstructing the original infor-
mation. Pagoda outperforms other approaches regarding privacy
protection capability, encoding throughput, and streaming quality.
Overall, our work has significant implications for applications, e.g.,
telemedicine and remote education, where sensitive information
needs to be protected while maintaining high-quality streaming.
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